The long-term objective of the Open Mechanized Reasoning Systems (OMRS) project is to provide a framework for specifying and structuring reasoning systems, and a technology for integrating and interoperating diverse proof systems with each other and with other software components. We structure an OMRS in three layers: the deductive machinery; strategies for controlling inference; and interaction capabilities. The underlying deduction machinery of an OMRS is described by a reasoning theory which provides a sequent system, a set of rules and an operational model given by an associated algebra of derivation structures. There is an obvious analogy between reasoning theories and rewriting logic theories. Namely, a sequent system in its simplest form corresponds to the equational part of a rewriting logic theory, reasoning theory rules correspond to the rule part of a rewriting logic theory, and the algebra of derivation structure corresponds to the proof term model of rewriting logic. The objective of this paper is to make this correspondence more precise, and to indicate how the correspondence might be used in di erent ways to enrich both the OMRS world and the rewriting logic world.
Introduction
In 11] the notion of an Open Mechanized Reasoning System (OMRS) was introduced. The long-term objective of the OMRS project is to provide a framework for specifying and structuring reasoning systems, and a technology for integrating and interoperating diverse proof systems with each other S S S % % % gamma s3 db`P (x) Figure 2 shows a more elaborate reasoning structure, delta. What is interesting here are the link nodes l5 and l6. Both have justi cations which are (boxed) reasoning structures together with a speci cation of what nodes map to the links premisses ( s1] / s4]) and conclusions ( s3] / s6]) and an instantiation of the schematic variables of the boxed reasoning structure. Note that the constraint inside l5 still needs to be veri ed to turn that justi cation into a derivation, since the constraint is not promoted to a constraint of the outer structure. The boxed reasoning structure of link l6 consists of just the 3 sequent nodes required by the link. This link serves to indicate a plan { to derive Q(b) from G(b) in the context of db. Thus, delta can be thought of as a proof outline such as might be generated by a proof-by-abstraction strategy 9]. Reasoning theories arose as an attempt to give an axiomatic characterization of minimal requirements for specifying a class of reasoning structures by determining the valid primitives for construction. Roughly, a reasoning theory has two parts: a sequent system and a set of rules. The sequent system speci es the sets of sequents, 3 constraints, instantiations, and their action. The sequent system part can be thought of as serving the combined role of signature and sentences in a General Logic. The meaning of a reasoning theory is given by a map associating to each reasoning theory a set of reasoning structures. This set and the derived algebra of derivation structures provide operational models for reasoning theories. There is an obvious analogy to Rewriting Logic. Namely, a sequent system in its simplest form corresponds to the equational part of a rewriting logic theory, and reasoning theory rules correspond to the rule part of a rewriting logic theory. The algebra of derivation structure corresponds to the proof term model of rewriting logic. The objective of this paper is to make this correspondence more precise, and to indicate how the correspondence might be used in di erent ways to enrich both the OMRS world and the Rewriting Logic world.
In the remainder of this paper we brie y review the structure of reasoning theories and their operational models, and then develop the connection with rewriting logic. In x 2 we de ne the notion of abstract reasoning theory and endow it with categorical structure by specifying a class of structure preserving mappings. In x 3 we de ne the set of reasoning structures associated to an abstract reasoning theory, and in x 4 we de ne the derivation algebra. In x 5 the notion of equational reasoning theory is de ned and used to establish a connection between reasoning theories (and their derivation algebras) and a certain class of rewriting logic theories (and their free or initial models). x 6 summarizes the world of reasoning theories { the di erent varieties and their relations and operational models. x 7 discusses potential advantages to be obtained from the reasoning theory { rewriting logic correspondence.
Notation
We use standard notation for sets and functions. For a set X, X is the set of lists ( nite sequences) with elements in X. jxsj denotes the length of the list xs, ] is the empty list, and if xs; ys 2 X then xs ys is the list concatenation of xs and yx.
Let (X; ) be a partial order. If X 0 X, then dX 0 is the restriction of to X 0 : dX 0 = f(x; y) x; y 2 X 0 ; x yg. X 0 is downwards closed in X if whenever x y and y 2 X 0 , then x 2 X 0 . X 0 is upwards closed in X if whenever y x and y 2 X 0 , then x 2 X 0 .
We use several well-known categories in axiomatizing the reasoning theory concepts. We brie y review some of the terminology. A monoid is a set with an associative binary operation, and a distinguished element that is the identity for the binary operation. Monoid homomorphisms are maps on the underlying sets that preserve the binary operation and the identity. A monoid can be thought of as a category with a single object whose arrows are the set of elements. We let Mon be the category of monoids. A symmetric strict monoidal category is a category with a monoid structure on its objects and its arrows that is functorial and such that, in addition, there is a symmetry natural transformation making the binary operation commutative up to isomorphism. A category has a weak terminal object, O, if for each object O 0 there is at least one arrow from O 0 to O. We let SSMCWT be the category of symmetric strict monoidal categories with a weak terminal object. The arrows of this category preserve the monoidal structure, symmetries, and the weak terminal object. SSM2CWT is the category of symmetric strict monoidal 2-categories with weak terminal object. These are 2-categories in which both horizontal arrows and the 2-cells have SSMCWT structure. For any category of categories C we let C ] be the category of triples hC; M; _ _]i, where C is an object of C, M is a monoid, and _ _] is a left action (a monoid homomorphism from M to endofunctors in C. We are speci cally interested in SSMCWT ] and SSM2CWT ] .
Abstract Reasoning Theories
As seen above, reasoning structures have three main constituents: sequents, which represent the assertions that serve as premisses and conclusions of reasoning steps; constraints for representing the conditions on rule application; and rules which determine the valid inferences { i.e. what sequent and constraint nodes can be linked in a well-formed reasoning structure. In addition, the sequents and constraints of a reasoning system are in general schematic, and there is a mechanism for for lling in place holders, namely instantiations and their application. An abstract reasoning theory is a means of specifying these ingredients. It is organized into two parts. The rst part, called a sequent system and the second part is the set of rules.
In a simple (aka constraint free) abstract reasoning theory the set of constraints is empty. In this case, the sequent system speci es a set sequents, a set of instantiations, and an operation for applying instantiations to sequents. Instantiations are assumed to be equipped with a monoid structure, called an instantiation system. This provides the means of composing instantiations. More generally, a sequent system also contains a constraint system that speci es a set of of constraints, a mechanism constructing derivations for checking constraint satisfaction, together with an instantiation system and operation for applying instantiations to constraints and constraint derivations. In addition, the sequent level instantiation system acts on the constraint system and a sequent system contains a pair of mappings between the constraint level instantiation system and the outer instantiation system, that serve as restriction and extension mappings.
Instantiations and application allow us to think of sequents, constraints, and constraint structures as schematic entities { entities that may have holes to be lled in. Application of an instantiation (partially) lls in holes.
Structure-preserving mapping are de ned for instantiation systems, constraint systems, sequent systems and reasoning theories making these sets into categories.
Now we give a little more detail. Taking these maps as arrow we have a category, SSys, of sequent systems.
Abstract Reasoning Theories, ARTh An abstract reasoning theory, ar 2 ARTh, is a structure ar = hssys; Rgi where ssys is a sequent system with sequents Seq and constraints Co, and Rg : L ! (Co Seq Seq) is a set of labelled rules, with labels in L.
An example abstract reasoning theory.
As a small example of the concepts introduced above, we describe the reasoning theory underlying the reasoning structure examples in x 1. Sequents 
3 Reasoning structures for an ARTh Associated to each reasoning theory there is a set of reasoning structures. These are directed graphs with nodes labelled by sequents, constraints, or justi cations satisfying certain well-formedness conditions. In a reasoning structure there is no commitment as to whether a given sequent is to be considered a premiss, a conclusion of the structure, or simply a part of the interior reasoning. The primitive operations on these graphs are simple local operations of adding constraint or sequent nodes and linking them together. To meaningfully compose reasoning structures in sequence one needs to specify the nodes that are to be shared { identifying conclusions of one structure with premisses of another. Thus, we introduce composable reasoning structures which consist of an underlying reasoning structure graph, together with lists of constraint nodes, source sequent nodes, and target sequent nodes. The constraint nodes enumerate the open constraints, the source sequent nodes enumerate the open assumptions (aka premisses or subgoals), and the target sequent nodes enumerate the conclusions (aka goals). A justi cation can be a constraint structure, a rule instance, or a composable reasoning structure instance.
In the remainder of this section we de ne, for ar an abstract reasoning reasoning theory:
RS(ar) { the set of reasoning structures over ar and CRS(ar) { the composable reasoning structures over ar. We assume given a set from which to select graph nodes. For technical con-8 venience we assume that this set is partitioned into four parts: Cnode { constraint nodes; Snode { sequent nodes; rLnode { r-link nodes; and cLnode { clink nodes. We let cn range over Cnode, cns range over Cnode , sn range over Snode, sns range over Snode , ln range over rLnode, lns range over rLnode , and cln range over cLnode.
Composable ar-reasoning structures { CRS(ar).
Let ar be an abstract reasoning theory, then CRS(ar), the set of composable reasoning structures associated to ar, consists of structures of the form crs = hCsrc; Src; rs; Tgti where rs 2 RS(ar) is a reasoning structure, Csrc is a list of constraint nodes of rs, and Src, Tgt, are lists of sequent nodes of rs.
ar-reasoning structures { RS(ar).
Let ar be an abstract reasoning theory with sequents, Seq; constraints, Co; constraint structures, Ccs; constraint instantiations, I c ; sequent instantiations, I ; and rules Rg : L ! Co ; Seq ) Seq. An ar-reasoning structure, rs 2 RS(ar), is a labelled directed graph given by its labelling and edge maps. The sequent and constraint label maps extend homomorphically to lists of nodes. We consider elements of CRS(ar) up to graph isomorphism { where any renaming of graph nodes is accompanied by a corresponding renaming of the interface lists Csrc, Src, Tgt.
As sequent or constraint node of a reasoning structure is an open assumption if it is not the goal of any link node. A sequent node is a conclusion if it is not the subgoal of any link node.
The reader is encouraged to return to gures 1,2 and con rm that these are reasoning structures for the reasoning theory example given at the end of
Note that RS is a functor, RS : ARTh ! Set, such that if fa : ar 0 ! ar 1 is a map of abstract reasoning theories, then RS(fa) : RS(ar 0 ) ! RS(ar 1 ) is the function mapping each reasoning structure rs 2 RS(ar 0 ) to the reasoning structure RS(fa)(rs) with exactly the same nodes and edges as g, and with labels obtained from those of rs by application of the map fa. As we shall see below, CRS and DS are also functors, but their results are not just sets; they are categories with extra structure.
We conclude the discussion of reasoning structures by de ning some basic reasoning structure constructions that are needed in the de ning the operations of the derivation algebra.
Sequent list as reasoning structure, rs ss .
Let ss be a list of sequents, then rs ss is the reasoning structure with sequent nodes sn 1 ; : : : ; sn n ] labelled by corresponding elements of ss.
Single link reasoning structure, rs J .
Let J 2 (L I ) be a justi cation with derivation type J : ss cc ) ss 0 , and let n c = jccj, n = jssj, and n 0 = jss 0 j. Then rs J is the reasoning structure having a single link node ln 0 labelled by J, constraint nodes fcn j 1 j n c g labelled by cc, sequent nodes fsn j 1 j ng and fsn n+j 1 j n 0 g labelled by ss 0 . The goal and subgoal edges for ln 0 link to the nodes labelled by ss 0 and ss. The constraint edges for ln 0 link to the nodes labelled by cc.
Reasoning Structure Union.
Let rs j 2 RS(ar) be reasoning structures such that the intersection of the nodes of the graphs, is contained in Snode. Let us also assume that the sequent labeling functions of rs 0 and rs 1 agree on the intersection of their nodes. Then, we de ne the union, rs = rs 0 rs 1 , to be the reasoning structure whose nodes are the union of the nodes of rs 0 and rs 1 , and whose labelling and linking functions are the unions of the corresponding functions.
The Algebra of Derivation Structures for an ARTh
In the following we de ne DS(ar), the set of derivation structures over ar, de ne a natural set of operations for creating derivation structures, and then use these operations to de ne the operations needed to show that DS(ar) is an element of SSM2CWT ] .
Derivation structures
A derivation structure is a composable reasoning structure satisfying certain additional constraints of completeness (no gaps) and consistency (no cycles). Derivation structures are the OMRS notion of proof. We write ds : ss 
Operations on derivation structures
Now we de ne an algbra of operations for constructing derivation structures: identities; symmetries; terminators; linking (introduction of a rule instance); sequential and parallel composition; composition with constraint derivations (constraint solving); instantiation application. 4 Identities One(ss).
One 
Equational reasoning theories and rewriting logic
It should be clear from the basic structure of simple reasoning theories and the DS functor that there is a strong connection between Rewriting Logic and reasoning theories. To make this connection precise, we de ne the notion of equational reasoning theory (Erth). An Erth can be thought of as a nite presentation of a reasoning theory. To obtain the associated rewriting logic theory, the structure implicit in a reasoning theory must be made explicit: formation of lists of sequents, instantiations and their action, and the symmetry and terminator rules for derivations.
Equational reasoning theories
An Erth consists of a sequent signature, eseq, together with a labeled set, R, of rules over the sequent signature. A sequent signature consists of an equational signature, , (the choice of equational logic is not so important; here, for concreteness, we take it to be order-sorted equational logic 13]) together with a sort-indexed family of variables, a set of equations and a distinguished set of sorts { the sequent sorts. The set of sequents speci ed by an Erth is the set of equivalence classes of -terms of sequent sort (built from the variables using operations of the theory) modulo the equational theory. A sequent signature eseq is a tuple eseq = ( ; X ; E; Q) where = (S; ; O) is an order-sorted equational signature in which S is the set of sorts, O is an S S indexed family of operations, and is a partial order on S; X is an S indexed family of variables; E is a set of -equations; and Q S is the set of sequent sorts. We require that Q be downwards closed. Elements of Os ;s are said to have aritys; s, wheres is the list of argument sorts and s is the result sort, and we write o :s ! s to indicate that o is an element of Os ;s . We assume that each set X s for s 2 S is countably in nite. T eseq is the set of terms formed as usual from elements of X by applying operations of O to lists of terms of the appropriate argument sorts. Thus, T eseq = T (X ) is the free -algebra over X . For s 2 S, T eseq;s is the set of eseq terms of sort s and for S 0 S, T eseq;S 0 is the set of terms of sort s for s 2 S 0 : T eseq;S 0 = S s2S 0 T eseq;s . We further require that be pre-regular and coherent. For our purposes this can be taken to mean that there is a function ls : T eseq ! S mapping each term to its least sort in the partial order on S and that the poset (S; ) decomposes as a disjoint union of posets each with a top element.
An equation is a pair of terms having a common sort, thus, E S s2S T eseq;s T eseq;s . The rules of deduction of order-sorted equational logic 13] then de ne an order-sorted -congruence E on T eseq . We say that t, t 0 are equivalent i t E t 0 . For a eseq term t we let t] E be the E-equivalence class of t and for any set T T eseq we let fTg E be the set of E-equivalence classes of terms in T.
The instantiation system associated to a sequent signature.
The instantion system, isys eseq , associated to a sequent signature, eseq, is de ned as follows.
isys eseq = hI eseq ; eseq ; idi eseq i where I eseq = X ! T eseq ] (S; ) is the set of sort-preserving functions from X to T eseq , idi eseq is the identity function, and for 0 ; 1 2 I eseq , 1 eseq 0 is the function composition of 0 with the homomorphic extension, b 1 , of 1 to terms | ( 1 eseq 0 )(x) = b 1 ( 0 (x)).
The simple sequent system associated to a sequent signature.
The sequent system, ssys eseq associated to a sequent signature eseq = ((S; ; O); X ; E; Q), is de ned as follows. 5 ssys eseq = hSeq eseq ; isys eseq ; _ _]i where Seq eseq = fT eseq;Q g E , isys eseq is the associated instantiation system, as above, _ _] is the action of instantiations on terms: t ] is the application of the homomorphic extension, b , of to t: t ] = b (t).
Equational reasoning theories, Erth.
The set of rules Rules eseq over a sequent signature eseq is the set of pairs (ss; sq) where ss 2 Seq eseq and sq 2 Seq eseq .
An equational reasoning theory, er 2 Erth, is a pair heseq; Ri where eseq is a sequent signature and R : L ! Rules eseq is a function from a set of labels L to the set of rules over eseq. We write l : ss ) sq 2 R if l 2 L and R(l) = (ss; sq).
The abstract reasoning theory, ar er associated to an equational reasoning theory, er = (eseq; R), is de ned by ar er = hssys eseq ; Ri:
The reasoning structure and a derivation algebra functors are extended to Erth by composition with the mapping to the presented abstract reasoning theory.
Reasoning theories as rewrite theories
Equational reasoning theories map naturally to rewrite theories (in rewriting logic over order sorted equational logic) in one of two ways. The rst and simplest is to leave substitution implicit. In this case an equational reasoning theory er = heseq; Ri is mapped to the rewrite theory rwth = e2rw(er) = he2rw(eseq); e2rw(R)i where e2rw(eseq) = ( y ; E y ) is de ned as follows. Let eseq = ( ; X ; E; Q).
Let q be the top element of Q (which exists because Q is a connected component of S). Then y is extended with a new sort q with q < q , a new constant ] { the empty list, and a binary operation _ _ (list concatenation) on q . E y is E extended with equations expressing the fact that list concatenation is associative with identity ].
The set of rules, e2rw(R) for the rewriting theory is R expanded to include explicitly the symmetry and terminator rules. where sq is a variable of sequent sort, and ss 0 , ss 0 are sequent-list variables.
Conversely, let SqRwth be the class of rewrite theories in which there are a distinguished set of sorts, Q with a top element q, and a sort q and such that the rewrite rules have source sort q and target sort q, and include the symmetry and terminator rules. Such theories map naturally to simple reasoning theories.
Let er be an equational reasoning theory and let rwth = e2rw(er) corresponding rewrite theory. We conjecture that a model of rwth isomorphis to the derivation structure model DS(er) can be obtained as follows. Note that, given a rewrite theory R, its models are called R-systems, and for each set of variables X , there is a free R?system, T R (X ), which is the category of equivalence classes of proof terms with variables in X 15] . Let X y is X extended with variables for q . Then, our conjecture is that DS(er) is isomorphic to the quotient of T rwth (X y ) by the symmetry and terminal object equations on arrows is isomorphic to DS(er).
The second and more faithful mapping is to further extend the rewrite theory by explicit substitutions and equations for the action of these substitutions on terms of the base signature. In this case er, as above, is mapped to the rewrite theory e2rwx(rwth) = xsubst(e2rw(rwth)) where xsubst(rwth) is a general operation for adding explicit substitutions for all sorts to a rewrite theory.
Conversely, let xSqRwth be the class of rewrite theories which are of the form xsubst(rwth) for rwth in SqRwth. These theories also map naturally to equational reasoning theories.
Let rwth = e2rwx(er) be the explicit substitution rewriting logic theory corresponding to er. We conjecture that DS(er) is isomorphic to the quotient of the initial R-system, T rwth , by the symmetry and terminator equations.
Reasoning Theory World Map
In addition to the forms of reasoning theory de ned in the previous sections there are several other forms of interest and mappings relating these forms. We brie y describe these to give a feeling for the richness of the reasoning theory world. Figure 6 summarizes the notions of reasoning theory and associated proof structures that we have discussed and the mappings that relate them. Details can be found in 16].
To begin, the abstract reasoning theories with empty constraint systems are called simple reasoning theories, sArth. There is a natural mapping a2sa from ARTh to sArth that promotes the constraint level to the sequent level, making each constraint derivation structure the label of a rule.
There is a mapping sa2csys that associates to each simple Arth, sarth, a constraint system, with constraints, the sequents of sarth, constraint structures the composable reasoning structures of sarth, and instantiation system that of sarth. Conversely, there is mapping csys2a that associates to each constraint system, csys, an Arth with no sequents or rules.
The association of a constraint system to a simple Arth suggests that reasoning theories could be nested to some nite depth, at each level replacing the constraint system by a nested reasoning theory of lesser level. Thus we have In analogy to nested reasoning theories, we also have nested equational reasoning theories, and retraction pairs between the adjacent levels of nesting.
The equational reasoning theories of x 5 are level 1. The map that associates a simple abstract reasoning theory (which is a level 1 nested reasoning theory) to an equational reasoning theory extends naturally to a map, e2n from Erth j to NRTh j for j 2 Nat.
Using the Erth-Rwth correspondence
There are a number of advantages to be gained from the correspondence between reasoning theories and rewriting logic theories. Perhaps the most obvious is the ability to use implementations of rewriting logic to prototype systems described in terms of reasoning theories. Using a re ective implementation such as Maude 17,2] the control layer of an OMRS can also be speci ed using a strategy language.
A key objective of the OMRS e ort is to provide modular descriptions of mechanized reasoning systems and to build systems out of lean, wellunderstood modules that interact in meaningful ways to provide an overall service. One important use of this categorical structure is for de ning very general notions of composition. A very simple case of composition for Erths is studied in 6]. Again, using a re ective implementation of rewriting logic a powerful calculus of reasoning theories can be implemented following the lead of 7] . Another potential application of the correspondence between reasoning theories and rewriting logic is to use the theory of re ection developed for rewriting logic 3{5] to guide the development of a notion of re ection for reasoning theories. This would allow internalization of the control strategies and operations on reasoning theories, as well as further enriching the correspondence with rewriting logic.
Going the other direction, the correspondence between reasoning theories and rewriting logic theories de ned above is based on simple (level 1) Erths. Using the attening maps, any Erth can be mapped to a rewriting logic theory by rst mapping to a attened level 1 Erth. This preserves the derivability relation and derivations, but it looses an important aspect of the structure and modularity of the nested reasoning theories, particularly if they were so structured to help organize derivations or facilitate specifying control strategies. It would be interesting to consider a variant of rewriting logic that replaces conditional rewriting by nested rewriting theories in analogy to nested reasoning theories.
The derivation algebra described here does not generate all derivation structures. It is missing the box links (nodes labelled by derivation structures) and it does not expressing the possibility of sharing or multiple deriva-tions of a sequent. Sharing and multiplicity can be obtained by adding the analog of fan-out and fan-in operations to the derivation algebra (duplicators and their dual). These can be modeled by adding fan-out and fan-in rules in the mapping to a rewriting theory. Care is needed when adding fan-in to avoid introducing cycles. Boxed links can be added to the algebra by allowing derivation structures as well as labels to serve as justi cations in the link construction. Now to make the correspondence between the derivation structure algebra of an equational reasoning theory and the free/initial R-system of a corresponding rewrite theory one can quotient the derivation structures by identifying a derivation structure an the one obtaining by attening all the boxed links. This of course may loose structure that is important for some purposes. An interesting alternative is to consider an enrichment of the notion of proof term in rewriting logic to allow for similar nested structure.
What remains to have a full accounting of reasoning theories is to model the reasoning structures associated to a reasoning theory in rewriting logic. This is not as simple as modeling derivations. One possibility is to use the something like the representation of graphs in rewriting logic developed for mapping tile logic to rewriting logic 1]. The RS functor could then be represented at the meta level by an operation mapping an Erth theory to the graph theory describing the associated reasoning structures.
Finally, a feature missing from the current OMRS framework is a more semantic notion of model, such as the rst-order structures associated to a theory of rst-order logic, or the Kripke structures associated to a modal or temporal logic. A rst approximation is to say that an OMRS logic is given by a category of reasoning theories together with an association to each reasoning theory of a category of models and a notion of satisfaction. What is more interesting and challenging is to lift notions of composition of reasoning theories to composition of models in a semantically meaningful way.
